
The Water Cycle Mat 

You will need 
Water Cycle mat printed on canvas. 
8 yellow arrows 
6 blue arrows  
control chart 
grammar cards 

Purpose 
To explore the water cycle and how it works. To understand a natural cycle as continuous 
and renewing. 

Lesson 
Look at the large drawing and identify the following different parts: the sun, the ocean, the 
land, rivers, lakes, snow, glacier, plants (land colored green) and groundwater. 
Talk about how water evaporated from the heat of the sun. The water turns into water vapor 
and rises to form clouds. Using the yellow arrows, read or have a child read the sentence and 
place the arrow where he thinks it should go. The arrow should point up to show how the water 
evaporates. Once all of the yellow arrows are placed, talk about how the water vapor can 
cool as it rises. It, then, condenses and falls back to the earth as rain or snow. Read the 
sentences on the blue arrows and place the arrows on the drawing in the appropriate places. 
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Yellow arrows (in Black) 

1. The sun evaporates water from the surface of the ocean. 
2. The sun evaporates water from snow and glaciers. 
3. The sun evaporates water in the soil. 
4. The sun evaporates water given off by plant leaves. 
5. The sun evaporates water from the dew on plants. 
6. The sun evaporates water from the rain on plants. 
7. The sun evaporates water from lakes and rivers. 
8. The sun evaporates water from falling rain 

Blue arrows (in gray) 

1. Rainwater soaks into the ground to be taken up by plant roots or to filter down to join the 
ground 
water on its way to the ocean. 
2. The water in streams and rivers finds its way to the ocean. 
3. Water returns to the ocean from melted snows and glaciers. 
4. Snow falls from clouds formed of water vapor and ice. 
5. Water vapor in the clouds returns to the earth as rain. 
6. Clouds full of water vapor from the ocean move over the land. 
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Lesson Presentation for Grammar Cards 

1. Have the children identify parts of the water cycle illustrated on the mat. Can they find the 
sun, the ocean, rivers, lakes, snow, glacier, rain, clouds, water vapor, plants (land colored 
green), groundwater, etc? Label the parts of the water cycle with the appropriate black label. 
Note that these words are nouns. 

2. Set the work out on the shelf for the children to label other nouns. You can limit the amount 
of cards set out at once, adding new cards on a daily or weekly basis. Emerging readers can 
use the cards as sight words. 

3. Bring out the articles to introduce the nouns. Note that plural words need “the” as an article. 
Grammar symbols may be used to symbolize the different words. Note articles are light blue. 

4. Introduce the adjectives to describe the nouns. Read the adjective card and have them 
match the adjective to a noun that it describes. Some may be nonsensical, others logical. 
Phrases may be symbolized and recorded. This exercise can be repeated independently. 
Note adjectives are dark blue. 

5. At another sitting, label some of the nouns in the picture. Add articles and adjectives to 
them. Now read the verbs and ask “what ____(verb)____? Match the verb with a logical 
subject. A subject and an action constitute a sentence. A period can be added to the end of 
the sentence. Add the verbs to the box for independent work. Note verbs are red. 

6. Note the yellow and blue arrows on the mat. They can help illustrate the role of the 
preposition. Where is the water going? Write a phrase with the cards. “Water vapor rises above 
the surface of the lake.” “Clouds of water vapor move over the land.” 
“Rain soaks into the ground.” Leave the preposition cards out to add to the sentences the 
children may make. Note preposition cards are green. 

7. Make a sentence like “Water vapor in the clouds falls as rain.” Ask the children how does the 
rain fall Give them the orange cards and have them pick an adverb that applies. Match other 
adverbs to verbs and make sentences from there. What flows downhill? What evaporates 
slowly? Add the adverbs to the box for making sentences. Put out blank orange labels and see 
what the children come up with. Note adverb cards are orange. 

8. Take out the verb “evaporates”. Ask what evaporates? Have the children find different nouns 
that answer the question. Make additional labels for “evaporates”. The rain evaporates. The 
dew evaporates. Bring out the conjunction “and”. Ask how you can use the conjunction and to 
make one sentence. Note that you have to exchange the verb “evaporates” for “evaporate” 
to make it sound right. Show the children how you can replace the “and” labels with commas 
leaving the last “and” in place. Leave the conjunctions out with the work to see how the 
children’s sentences are enhanced. Note conjunction cards are pink. 
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